
Front Cover Analysis [One I prepared earlier - use it to analyse your own mag front cover!]

Slogan: often positioned underneath the title so connection is made easily.
It usually uses language that explains why this magazine is unique and the best.

Corner Crabber: designed to catch the reader's eye - this is likely to be the only part of the
visible as the mag will be on a shelf stuffed with other magazines.

'new' words + adjectives (better) used to get target audience tp think that this mag is the best.
Lets target audience knfw when next issue wj[ be in the shops.
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Extra! Extra! pronoun (your; used to get target audience to ine and freebies (therefore buy magazine).

Look inside and you will find out! fraps you into desiring the mag
and paying for itl

Total makeover: this mag will make your bedroom into a wonderland and turn you into a diva: how could anyone refuse?
This section is incredibly eye catching because it uses highly contrasting colours (black text, yellow background). lt is centralised
t@ so that the eye is bound to notice it.

Techniques: colours relevant to audience; main image picked to aftract audience; features designed to attract reader to know more;
font styles (modern, sophisticated, etc. depending on audience); hot topics (sex, fashion, problems, products); language (alliteration,
tile choice, subtitle/slogan choice, hip language); competitions -'win the ultimate prize!'


